Effects of Emotional Valence on Hemispheric Asymmetries in Response Inhibition
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Abstract: Hemispheric asymmetries are a major organizational principle in human emotion processing, but their interaction with prefrontal control processes is not well understood. To this end, we determined whether hemispheric differences in response inhibition depend on the emotional valence of the stimulus being inhibited. Participants completed a lateralised Go/Nogo task, in which Nogo stimuli were neutral or emotional (either positive or negative) images, while Go stimuli were scrambled versions of the same pictures. We recorded the N2 and P3 event-related potential (ERP) components, two common electrophysiological measures of response inhibition processes. Behaviourally, participants were more accurate in withholding responses to emotional than to neutral stimuli. Electrophysiologically, Nogo-P3 responses were greater for emotional than for neutral stimuli, an effect driven primarily by an enhanced response to positive images. Hemispheric asymmetries were also observed, with greater Nogo-P3 following left versus right visual field stimuli. However, the visual field effect did not interact with emotion. We therefore find no evidence that emotion-related asymmetries affect response inhibition processes.
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1. Introduction

Hemispheric asymmetries, i.e., functional and structural differences between the left and the right brain hemisphere, affect behaviour and cognition in all vertebrate classes [1–5]. One of the least well understood asymmetric systems is the one that supports emotion processing [6–8]. First reports that the hemispheres might differ in emotional processing are often attributed to Hughlings-Jackson [9], who noted that aphasic patients (with left hemisphere lesions) often had preserved emotional language. Later patient studies showed that left hemisphere lesions are more commonly associated with depressed or catastrophic reactions, whereas right hemisphere lesions are more likely to trigger inappropriate euphoria [10]. These early studies have since been complemented by research using a range of methodologies, including the testing of patients with unilateral lesions [11], asymmetric EEG activity [12,13], visual half-field and dichotic listening techniques [14,15], and functional imaging [16,17], to show that the hemispheres differ in how they process emotional information, and in the emotional responses they generate.
Two asymmetric systems have been proposed to account for hemispheric differences in emotional processing. The first (described by the “right-hemisphere hypothesis”) suggests that the right hemisphere is specialised for the processing of all emotions. The other (described by the “valence” hypothesis) proposes lateralisation as a function of valence, with the left specialised for positive (or approach-related) emotions, and the right for negative (or withdrawal-related) emotions. For decades, researchers have tried to determine which hypothesis better explains emotional asymmetry [18–21]. Rather than pitting these hypotheses against each other, recent research has been based on the premise that both might be correct, and has instead focused on the situations in which emotion-based or valence-based processing might arise [22–24].

There is an emerging consensus that the right hemisphere hypothesis applies largely to emotion perception, regardless of modality, and reflects lateralisation of the right posterior cortex. Such asymmetries may depend largely on the emotional nature of the stimulus, and emerge in a bottom-up fashion. Valence-based processing is more closely tied to emotional experience or expression, and appears to reflect asymmetries in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dLPFC). This asymmetry has been linked to both emotional valence (positive/negative) [25,26] and motivational direction (approach/withdrawal) [27], although valence-related asymmetries are sometimes also reported in perception. Schepman and colleagues have argued that valence effects should emerge when tasks include top-down processing (for example, related to expectancies) that engage frontal emotional processing networks [22,23]. Grimshaw and Carmel [28] have further argued that prefrontal asymmetries in emotional processing may not reflect emotional experience, but the top-down control of emotional information, with the left hemisphere specialised for the inhibition or control of negative information, and the right for inhibition or control of positive emotion. Their rationale is based largely on the fact that prefrontal mechanisms (and particularly those localised to lateral PFC) play a key role in both cognitive and/or attentional control on the one hand, and on emotion regulation on the other [29]. Like Schepman, they argue that valence-based effects are most likely to be observed when tasks involve the use of top-down control mechanisms.

As yet, few experimental studies have directly assessed asymmetries in inhibition or control processes, and so it is unknown whether such control processes show emotional asymmetries, and if so, whether they are in line with either a right hemisphere or valence-based explanation. To address this gap in the literature, we used a lateralized version of the classic Go/Nogo Task in which we manipulated the emotional nature of the stimuli. In this type of task, two categories of stimuli are presented to the subjects: the more frequent Go stimuli to which subjects are asked to respond, e.g., by button press, and the less frequent Nogo stimuli to which participants are asked to withhold responses [30,31]. When Nogo stimuli are rare, participants adopt a prepotent response that must be inhibited when the imperative Nogo signal appears. Poor inhibitory control is indicated by errors of commission on Nogo trials. These behavioural measures are complemented by two neural measures revealed by event-related potentials (ERPs): the Nogo-N2 and the Nogo-P3 [32,33]. These components are assumed to reflect different sub-processes of the response inhibition. The earlier of the two components is the Nogo-N2, a negative component that is thought to reflect either pre-motor inhibition [32] or monitoring of response conflict [34]. The later of the two components is the Nogo-P3, a positive deflection that has been linked to the evaluation of successful inhibition, given that it peaks too late after the response to directly reflect inhibition processes [35–38].

In our version of the task, Go and Nogo stimuli were presented tachistoscopically in the left (LVF) or right visual field (RVF). This ensures that initial visual and emotional processing of the stimulus is lateralized to the contralateral hemisphere [39–42]. To examine emotional processing, we used pictures of emotional and neutral scenes as Nogo stimuli and unidentifiable scrambled versions of the same pictures as Go stimuli. Participants were asked to press a button in response to scrambled stimuli and to refrain from responding whenever intact stimuli were presented. Half of the (intact) Nogo stimuli had a neutral valence, while the other half showed emotional pictures, taken from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [43]. We manipulated the valence of the emotional images between subjects; for half of the participants, emotional pictures were negative (mutilations), and for the other half positive (erotic scenes). In this task, the emotional content of the
Nogo stimuli was not the imperative aspect for the subjects’ responses, but instead served merely as a task-irrelevant distraction; that is, participants withheld their response whenever an intact image appeared, regardless of its content. This is an important aspect of the design, as it allows us to assess the effects of the emotional nature of the stimulus to be controlled, independent of any effects of emotion on the generation or inhibition of the response itself (for example, positive and negative stimuli are associated with approach and avoidance responses, respectively).

To our knowledge, no studies have assessed the effects of lateralised emotional stimuli on Go-Nogo task performance. However, a number of studies have manipulated the emotional nature of imperative stimuli in central vision, while still keeping emotion itself incidental to the task [44–49]. The effect of emotion on behavioural measures is mixed across these studies, with some showing more errors on Nogo trials in emotional contexts [50], but most showing no behavioural effects [44,45,49]. However, more consistent findings are reported in the ERP measures. Most studies show no effect of emotion on the Nogo-N2 [44,45,49,51], although some have reported an attenuation of the N2 for emotional relative to neutral stimuli [46,47]. In contrast, emotional stimuli consistently enhance the Nogo-P3 [46,47,51], with effects sometimes greater for positive than for negative stimuli [44,45]. This enhanced Nogo-P3 is typically interpreted as a more effortful or less efficient inhibitory control in emotional contexts [44,45,48]. Our question concerns the effects of lateralisation of the emotional stimuli on response inhibition processes. Importantly, emotional information can be extracted from peripherally-presented complex scenes, even with very brief stimulus presentations [52,53]. We therefore determined whether emotion affected either behavioural or electrophysiological measures of the response inhibition. Based on the right hemisphere hypothesis, we would expect emotion effects to be stronger for imperative stimuli presented in the LVF. However, because response inhibition depends on top-down control processes, it might be sensitive to emotional valence [22,23,28]. If so, we predict stronger effects of negative stimuli in the LVF, and stronger effects of positive stimuli in the RVF.

It is also possible that our experiment will show that response inhibition processes are affected by asymmetries in stimulus processing that are not specific to emotion. Using verbal stimuli, we previously showed that magnitudes of both Nogo-N2 and Nogo-P3 were affected by hemispheric asymmetries in stimulus processing [54]. When lateralised stimuli were presented tachistoscopically, the Nogo-N2 and related delta frequency band power were stronger when response inhibition was applied to stimuli presented in the LVF, implying greater response conflict generated by stimuli presented to the non-dominant hemisphere. A similar, albeit weaker, effect also reached significance for the P3 [54].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects

Forty-two healthy adults (22 women, 20 men) participated in the present study. Subjects were recruited at the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, Department of Biopsychology at Ruhr-University Bochum by public advertisement and received course credit or monetary reimbursement (20 €) for participation. The mean age was 24.5 ± 4.3 years (range 18 to 34 years). Exclusion criteria were current or past psychiatric or neurological disorders, current psychotropic medication, colour blindness, mixed- or left-handedness, and ages younger than 18 or older than 35 years. Furthermore, subjects were required to be heterosexual due to the nature of the stimulus material (see below). All subjects were right-handed (mean laterality quotient 86.5 ± 16.1; range 37.5–100), as assessed with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [55], had normal or corrected-to normal vision, and were naïve to the study’s intent.

Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to participation. The study conforms to the Declaration of Helsinki and has received ethical clearance by the Ethics Board of Faculty of Psychology at Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany.
2.2. Experimental Task

The task was a tachistoscopic adaptation of a classic Go/Nogo task [30,54] that included emotional and neutral pictures as imperative stimuli. Pictures were taken from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [43]. Stimulus presentation and timing was controlled by Presentation software (Neurobehavioural Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, USA). Figure 1 provides a schematic illustration of the sequence and time course of stimulus presentation. At the beginning of each trial, a fixation cross was presented in the centre of the screen for 1000 ms. Subsequently an imperative stimulus (emotional or neutral; intact or scrambled picture) was presented in the left (LVF) or right visual field (RVF), with the inner edge of the stimulus located at 3 degrees of visual angle from the fixation cross. Stimuli had a width of 4 degrees of visual angle and a height of 3.5 degrees of visual angle. Stimuli were presented for 185 ms. Stimulus presentation was followed by the fixation cross for 525 ms. Trials were separated by inter-trial intervals jittered between 750 ms and 950 ms. There was a short break in fixation between the end of the inter-trial interval and the beginning of the next trial in which the fixation cross disappeared and reappeared again.

![Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the sequence and time course of stimulus presentation. Half of the stimuli for each condition (Go/Nogo) and each valence (positive/neutral or negative/neutral) were presented in the left, the other half in the right visual field. Nogo stimuli were intact IAPS pictures; Go stimuli were scrambled versions of the same IAPS pictures. Trials were separated by inter-trial intervals jittered between 750 ms and 950 ms.](image)

Stimuli were presented on a 17 inch CRT monitor in a dimly lit room, with subjects seated at a viewing distance of 57 cm. Note that at this viewing distance 1 cm on the screen equals 1° of visual angle. Head position was stabilized with a chin rest. Subjects were instructed to keep their gaze on the central fixation cross throughout the entire task, and to press the arrow up key on a key board as fast and as accurately as possible whenever a Go stimulus was presented. Participants responded with their right hand on all trials. Only the right hand was used to respond in order to maximize trial numbers in critical conditions. Although contralateral movement-related potentials can arise prior to the imperative stimulus and potentially affect nogo-ERPs, these do not interact with stimulus lateralization, and should therefore have equivalent effects on left and right visual field stimuli [56,57]. Furthermore, subjects had to withhold their response whenever a Nogo stimulus was presented. Nogo stimuli were intact (i.e., non-scrambled) emotional or neutral pictures, while Go stimuli were scrambled images of the
same emotional or neutral pictures (see Figure 1). For half of the subjects, emotional pictures had a negative valence (negative emotion group). There were 12 images in each category. Negative emotional pictures depicted bodily mutilation, injury, or dead bodies. For the other half of the participants, emotional pictures had a positive valence and depicted erotic (heterosexual) couples (positive emotions group). Neutral images all depicted people engaged in common activities. Comparison of normative ratings [8] revealed that positive images were rated as more pleasant and more arousing than neutral images, and negative images were rated as more unpleasant and more arousing than neutral images (all $p < 0.001$). Positive and negative images did not differ in arousal ($p = 0.13$). The same picture sets were used for male and female participants, as men and women rate these images similarly. There were 12 female and 10 male participants in the negative emotion group and 10 female and 10 male participants in the positive emotions group. There were no significant differences in gender composition between the two groups ($p = 0.77$).

In total, the task comprised 672 trials, with 29% (192) Nogo and 71% (480) Go trials. For each trial type (Go/Nogo), half of the stimuli were emotional (Go: 240; Nogo: 96) and half were neutral, and of those, half were presented in the LVF (Go: 120; Nogo: 48) and half in the RVF. Note, however, that because Go stimuli were scrambled images, they were emotional only in that they were derived from emotional images; they had no emotional meaning of their own. Stimulus presentation was randomized. Task completion took approximately 16 minutes. Accuracy (percentages of correct responses), false alarms (that is, responses on Nogo trials), misses (that is, non-responses on Go trials), and mean response times (RTs) for correct responses were assessed.

2.3. Electrophysiological Recordings

EEG was recorded from 64 channels using an actiCAP electrode system with Ag-AgCL electrodes and a standard BrainAmp amplifier, and the corresponding recording BrainVision Recorder software (Brain Products, Gilching, Germany) at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Electrodes were arranged according to the International 10-20 system (FCz, Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, C2, C4, T8, TP9, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, TP10, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, Oz, O2, PO10, AF7, AF3, AF4, AF8, F5, F1, F2, F6, FT9, FT7, FC3, FC4, FT8, FT10, C5, C1, C2, C6, TP7, CP3, CPz, CP4, TP8, P5, P1, P2, P6, PO7, PO3, POz, PO4, PO8). Electrode FCz was used as a primary reference. Impedances were kept below 10 kΩ, mostly ranging from 5 to 10 kΩ. Initially, 44 subjects were tested, but in two subjects (1 male, 1 female), not enough electrodes could be recorded throughout the task due to technical problems. Data from these subjects were excluded from all analyses, rendering a sample of $N = 42$ for the study, as described above.

EEG data were processed off-line using BrainVision Analyzer 2 (Brain Products, Gilching, Germany). Raw data were first down-sampled to 500 Hz and filtered with 0.5 Hz low cutoff and 20 Hz high cutoff (48 dB/oct). The filtered data were visually inspected and all trials containing gross technical artefacts were rejected. Horizontal and vertical eye movements as well as pulse artefacts were then corrected using infomax independent component analysis (ICA), which was applied to the unpitched data. Epochged data were subjected to automatic artefact rejection applying the following rejection criteria: maximum voltage steps of more than 50 μV/ms, maximum value differences of 200 μV in 200 ms intervals, or activity below 0.1 μV. The overall number of trials rejected by this procedure was below 5% of all trials for each condition and channel.

Data analyses (peak and latency quantification) were performed after the calculation of current source density (CSD) of the signal in order to ensure reference-free evaluation [54]. CSD transformation replaces the potential at each electrode with the CSD, thereby eliminating the reference potential. The algorithm applies the spherical Laplace operator to the scalp distribution of the potential. Since this distribution is only known for electrodes that were actually used, spherical spline interpolation is applied to calculate a continuous potential distribution [58].

Data were segmented into 1200 ms epochs starting 200 ms before and ending 1000 ms after onset of Go or Nogo stimuli, respectively. Baseline correction was applied based on the 200 ms directly preceding the stimulus onset. Segments were averaged according to condition (Go/Nogo), emotionality (emotional/neutral), and side (LVF/RVF). Note that only trials with a correct Go or
Nogo response were included. Electrodes used for amplitude and latency quantification were chosen based on the typical scalp topographies for the N2 and P3, as well as on careful visual inspection of grand-average ERPs in the present data set. N2 amplitude and latency were measured based on the maximum negative peak occurring in a time window from 190 to 390 ms after stimulus onset at electrode FCz. P3 amplitude and latency were measured based on the maximum positive peak occurring in a time window from 300 to 600 ms after stimulus onset at electrode Pz.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 23 software (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, USA). With regard to behavioural performance and accuracy (percentage of correct responses, that is, button presses in the Go condition, and non-responses in the Nogo condition); RTs for correct responses in the Go condition were also analyzed. The significance level was set to $p < 0.05$. Effect sizes are provided as the proportion of variance accounted for (partial $\eta^2$). Mean amplitudes are provided together with the standard error of the mean (SEM as measure of variability).

3. Results

3.1. Behavioural Data

Overall, participants were significantly more accurate when responding to Go stimuli (98.10%) as compared to when withholding their responses to Nogo stimuli (87.75%) ($t_{(41)} = 8.39; p < 0.001$). Subsequent analyses were carried out only for Nogo trials (see Figure 2), as the factor emotionality could only be interpreted for these trials because stimuli were scrambled on Go trials. Also, as indicated by very high accuracy on Go trials (>98%), there was possibly a ceiling effect in the Go condition.

Accuracy data for the Nogo condition was analysed with a $2 \times 2 \times 2$ repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factors side (LVF/RVF) and emotionality (emotional/neutral), and the between-subjects factor valence (positive/negative). Here, the main effect of emotionality showed a strong trend towards significance ($F_{(1,40)} = 3.89; p = 0.056; \text{partial } \eta^2 = 0.09$), indicating that participants were more accurate in withholding their responses to emotional (88.55%), as compared to neutral, pictures (86.89%). All other effects failed to reach significance (all $p > 0.13$).

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Mean percentage of correctly withheld responses in the Nogo condition for emotional and neutral stimuli in left (LVF) and right (RVF) visual field in the positive and negative emotion groups.

3.2. EEG Data
3.2.1. N2

N2 Amplitude

For N2 amplitude (see Figure 3), analysis revealed a more negative N2 in the Nogo (−13.82 μV ± 1.28) compared to the Go condition (−9.25 μV ± 0.30), as was to be expected for a Go/Nogo task ($t_{(41)} = 4.47; p < 0.001$). Subsequent analyses of emotion effects were carried out within the Nogo trials. N2 amplitudes in the Nogo condition were analysed with a 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factors side (LVF/RVF) and emotionality (emotional/neutral), and the between-subjects factor valence (positive/negative). In this analysis, all effects failed to reach significance (all $p > 0.20$).

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Stimulus-locked grand-average event-related potentials (ERPs) for emotional and neutral Go and Nogo stimuli presented on the left (L) or right (R) side at electrode FCz. The upper panel shows data from the negative emotion group and the lower panel data from the positive emotion group.

N2 Latency

With regard to latency, the N2 emerged earlier in the Nogo (291.29 ms ± 5.12) than in the Go condition (297.28 ms ± 5.84) ($t_{(41)} = 3.44; p < 0.01$). Subsequent analyses of emotion effects were carried out within the Nogo trials. N2 latencies in the Nogo condition were analysed with a 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factors side (LVF/RVF) and emotionality (emotional/neutral), and the between-subjects factor valence (positive/negative). In this analysis, all effects failed to reach significance (all $p > 0.18$).

3.2.2. P3

P3 Amplitude

For P3 amplitude (see Figure 4), greater amplitudes were observed in the Go (17.27 μV ± 1.64) as compared to the Nogo condition (12.43 μV ± 1.60) ($t_{(41)} = −5.01; p < 0.001$). Subsequent analyses were carried out only for Nogo trials, to evaluate effects of emotion. P3 amplitudes in the Nogo condition were analysed with a 2 × 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factors side (LVF/RVF) and emotionality (emotional/neutral) and the between-subjects factor valence (positive/negative). Here, the main side effect reached significance ($F_{(1,40)} = 4.12; p < 0.05$; partial $\eta^2 =$...
indicating a more positive P3 after stimulus presentation in the LVF (13.31 ± 1.55) as compared to the RVF (11.71 ± 1.53). Moreover, the main effect of emotionality (F(1,40) = 16.32; p < 0.001; partial $\eta^2 = 0.29$) reached significance, indicating that emotional stimuli lead to a higher P3 (14.01 ± 1.65) than neutral stimuli (11.01 ± 1.41). This effect of emotionality on P3 amplitude was modulated by stimulus valence, as indicated by a significant valence × emotionality interaction (F(1,40) = 11.28; p < 0.01; partial $\eta^2 = 0.22$). Post-hoc tests revealed no difference between emotional and neutral stimuli in the group of subjects who saw negative emotional images ($p = 0.65$). However, for those who saw positive emotional images, P3 amplitude was greater for emotional stimuli (16.86 ± 2.39) than for neutral stimuli (11.37 ± 2.07) ($p < 0.001$). Importantly for our hypotheses, the effects of side and emotion did not interact.

**Figure 4.** Stimulus-locked grand-average ERPs for emotional and neutral Go and Nogo stimuli presented on the left (L) or right (R) side at electrode Pz. The upper panel shows data from the negative emotion group and the lower panel data from the positive emotions group.

**P3 Latency**

For latency, the P3 emerged earlier in the Go (372.53 ms ± 9.00) as compared to the Nogo condition (404.61 ms ± 8.41) ($t_{(40)} = −2.84; p < 0.01$). Subsequent analyses were carried out only for Nogo trials, to evaluate emotion-related effects. P3 latencies in the Nogo condition were analysed with a $2 \times 2 \times 2$ repeated measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factors side (LVF/RVF) and emotionality (emotional/neutral), and the between-subjects factor valence (positive/negative). In this analysis, all effects failed to reach significance (all $p > 0.22$).

4. Discussion
Functional hemispheric asymmetries are one of the core organizational principles underlying many cognitive functions in the human brain, including emotion processing [6–8], but their interaction with prefrontal functions, e.g., executive control, is not well understood. The present study was designed to elucidate the neurophysiological basis of this relationship by recording N2 and P3 ERP components during a divided visual field Go/Nogo task with scrambled (Go) or intact (Nogo) pictures with emotional or neutral content that was incidental to the task. Based on right-hemisphere dominance for emotional processing, we would expect emotion effects to be stronger for imperative stimuli presented in the left visual field than in the right. Alternatively, valence-based models lead to the prediction of stronger effects of negative stimuli in the left visual field, and stronger effects of positive stimuli in the right visual field.

We observed expected differences between Go and Nogo trials in the accuracy data, indicating that our task effectively elicited response conflict and response inhibition [30,32]. Additionally, accuracy on both Go and Nogo trials was high (98% and 88%, respectively), showing that participants were able to distinguish intact from scrambled images even though they were presented only briefly in the periphery. High accuracy also meant that sufficient trials were available for analysis of N2 and P3 responses.

We observed effects of emotion that are broadly consistent with those reported in other studies that have manipulated the emotion of imperative stimuli in Go/Nogo tasks. Behaviourally, emotional stimuli were associated with marginally better performance on Nogo trials, consistent with a “freezing” effect of emotion, perhaps driven by attentional prioritisation of emotional stimulus processing [50]. Turning to the ERP measures, we found no effect of emotion on the Nogo-N2, consistent with other studies [44,45]. Collectively, these studies suggest that conflict monitoring processes are not sensitive to emotion. Also consistent with other studies, we observed that Nogo-P3 was enhanced in the presence of positive emotional stimuli [44,45]. The most common interpretation of emotional potentiation of the P3 is that sustained attentional engagement with positive emotional stimuli affects the execution or evaluation of inhibitory processing.

Emotion effects were observed even though stimuli were only briefly presented in peripheral locations, meaning that our experimental paradigm should be sensitive to hemispheric differences in emotional processing if they exist. Nonetheless, neither emotionality nor valence interacted with the visual field on any measure. Our findings therefore do not support either a right hemisphere or valence-based interpretation of emotional processing in the context of response inhibition. This complete lack of asymmetry in emotional processing was unexpected, given robust findings of emotional asymmetry on perceptual processing [6–8]. It is possible that asymmetries were not observed because emotion was incidental to the task, which required participants only to distinguish intact from scrambled stimuli. Many studies that have produced evidence for emotional asymmetries use explicit emotional identification or judgments [6–8], or involve tasks in which emotion is relevant to response [53]. We purposefully made emotion itself task-irrelevant so that we could observe the effects of emotion on control processes independent of any effects on motor execution (e.g., approach and avoidance tendencies that might have been activated by positive and negative stimuli, respectively) [7]. Further studies on the task dimensions that influence emotional asymmetries would be necessary to evaluate this hypothesis.

Although emotion did not interact with visual field, hemispheric differences were still observed, in that the Nogo-P3 was enhanced for the left visual field relative to right visual field stimuli. This finding is partially consistent with our previous study in which both Nogo-N2 and Nogo-P3 were enhanced for verbal stimuli presented in the left visual field [54]. The fact that similar effects have been observed for both verbal and pictorial stimuli suggests that this effect might not be stimulus-specific, and might instead reflect asymmetry in the application of inhibitory control more broadly. Notably, response inhibition mechanisms have been localised to the right hemisphere [59], and specifically to right inferofrontal cortex [60,61].

The use of lateralised stimuli in Go/Nogo task (especially with ERP measures) is not common in the literature, and further studies are needed using a broader range of stimulus modalities before drawing strong conclusions about how hemispheric asymmetries in stimulus processing affect
response inhibition processes. For example, in order to render findings on emotional lateralisation in inhibition-related ERPs more comparable to those found for verbal stimuli [54], it would be an interesting follow-up study to use the emotional content of the stimuli not as a distracting task-irrelevant feature but as the Go/Nogo indicator. Here, emotional stimuli with reduced stimulus complexity should be used. While IAPS pictures are widely used and thus constitute a well-validated stimulus set in emotion processing research, they typically are presented for longer intervals than in the present tachistoscopic experiment when participants must make judgments of valence based on stimulus content. This brief presentation may lead to reduced accuracy when using them as Go/Nogo stimuli. Less complex emotional stimuli, e.g., emotional faces, might be better suited for such tasks (see [62] for a tachistoscopic EEG study that successfully used emotional faces as imperative stimuli). Moreover, in the present study, although it was task-irrelevant, emotion was a stimulus property of the Go/Nogo stimuli. To further disentangle stimulus- and distractor-related effects, it would be informative to use a paradigm with central presentation of non-verbal Go/Nogo stimuli without emotional content (e.g., red and green coloured squares). The distractors (IAPS pictures or emotional faces) would then be presented in the LVF or RVF. By comparing distractor trials to trials without distractors, a more fine-tuned assessment of the effects of left- or right-hemispheric stimulus processing on prefrontal inhibition processes would be possible. Moreover, we used a between-subjects design in the present study, with one group of subjects tested with positive and neutral stimuli and the other group with negative and neutral stimuli. A within-subjects design in which each participant is tested in both conditions would have greater statistical power and should be used in future studies addressing ERP-correlates of emotional lateralization. Additionally, the Go/Nogo task is only one of several paradigms that allow investigation of prefrontally mediated inhibition processes. Other paradigms targeting prefrontal functions that involve inhibition, e.g., the stop-signal task [63], stop-change task [64], or the task-switching paradigm [65] could yield further evidence for a relationship between emotional lateralisation and prefrontal inhibition.

5. Conclusions

Emotional asymmetries are commonly observed in perception and in emotional expression and experience. We manipulated the emotional nature of the Nogo stimulus in order to distinguish between right hemisphere and valence-based explanations of emotional asymmetry. P3 amplitudes were enhanced when stimuli were presented in the left visual field, suggesting that evaluative processes involved in response inhibition are sensitive to hemispheric differences in stimulus processing. P3 amplitudes were also potentiated by positive images, showing that the evaluative processes reflected by the P3 are sensitive to emotional content. However, contrary to both right-hemisphere and valence models, we found no evidence that emotional effects depended on the hemisphere to which those stimuli were presented.
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